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Machine vision to pгovide spatial coordinate' s measuгement has developed in а wide 

шnge of technologies fш multiple fields of applications such as гоЬоt navigation, 

medical scanning, and structuгal health monitoring, to mention some. Machine vision 

methods also have applications in seai-ch, classification, industrial process гobotics 

(monitoring tools сараЫе of visualizing various phenomena that оссш duгing 

industrial process), rescue, vigilance, mapping, dangerous objects/subjects detection, 

and other areas where machine contгol based оп vision plays ап important role. The 

computer vision has guided the machine vision to the tendency of duplicating the 

abllities of human vision Ьу electroпically peгceiving and understanding an image 

fш high-dimensional data and optimizing the data storage гequiгement and the time 

processing due to the complexity of algorithms to extгact impoгtant patteгns and 

treпds to understand what data says. 

Autoпomous moblle гobots are every day more common; they сап Ье com 

mercially availaЫe dotted with machine vision capabllities for diverse tasks and 

applications, like suгveillance, ЗD model reconstшction, localization and mapping 

based оп stereo vision, cleaning, medical assistance, and assist handicapped and 

eldeily people. All these robots missions гequire to the abllity to wш·k interactively 

in human enviгonments and with online learning. Moblle гobots with machine vision 

сап Ье set up to detect, tшck, and avoid obstacles for optimal navigation.  They сап 

also estimate its pose and construct а ЗD structure of а scene. Their vision сап Ье 

based оп stand-alone sensors or cameras based оп sensors, filters, lens, and electronic 

and mechanical focus. Eveiyday cameгas are тоге considered in reseaich pгojects 

because they aie affordaЫe, inexpensi ve, Iobust , and compact. They captuгe а large 

amount of data гeflecting both the photometiic and geometric pгopeities  of the 

obseгved scene; howeveг, they гequiie сопsidегаЫе computiпg роwег and  have а 

numbeI oflimitatioпs related to the used sensoгs and their whole optical path design. 

l11 this sense, Machine Vision and Navigation is important to modeгn scieпce 

and iпdustiial pшctical implemeпtation. Непсе, it is necessary to create new 

algorithms and systems to impгove their performance. Although machine vision, 

contiol systems, and navigation applications fш Iesearch and industiial  areas are 

the ргimагу inteiest in exploшtion, contaminated areas afteI natural and man-made 
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disasters оп our planet, as well as of unknown terrains оп other planets, are also 

important, and the conjunctional use of these technologies and automatic systems is 

desiraЫe. 

The chapters in this book relate to contributions in machine vision applications. 

Each book chapter shows the state of the art in stand-alone sensors, cameгas, methods, 

and ЗD and 2D technologies in machine vision as well as the novel strategies in 

navigation performance . 

These contributions are focused оп optoelectronic sensors, ЗD and 2D machine 

vision technologies, robot navigation, control schemes, motion controllers, intel 

ligent algoгithms, and vision systems, particularly оп applications of unmanned 

aerial vehicle, autonomous and moblle robots, industiial inspection applications, and 

stшctui-al health monitoring. Recent advanced research in measurement and others 

агеаs where ЗD and 2D machine vision and machine control play an important IOle 

as well as significant surveys and reviews аЬонt machine vision applications. 

This book covers both theories and application of machine vision and navigation 

topics. In our opinion, this book shoнld Ье attractive for potential consumers/citers 

because in our vision it is а well-balanced sош-се of novel technologies in the area of 

machine vision and navigation with an explicit overview of recently existing systems, 

giving the comparative analysis of its features, advantages, and disadvantages. The 

topics are of inteгest to гeaders from а diverse audience in diffeгent areas of specialty 

as electrical, electronics, and computer engineering, technologists , and nonspecialist 

гeaders . The book is intended to Ье used as а text and reference work оп advanced 

topics in machine vision and navigation. It is dedicated to academics, researchers, 

advanced-level students, and technology developers who will find this text useful 

in furthering their reseai-ch exposure to pertinent topics in Machine Vision and 

Navigation алd assisting in their fнt ure own research effшts in this fiel d. 

 

 

An Overview of Machine Vision and Navigation 

 
The comblnation of machine vision and navigation is most promising nowadays, in 

recent years, we are finally seeing the full-scale release of daily-use devices, such as 

IObot cleaners, IObot assistants fог the elderly, and so оп. From pгevious experience, 

this is the best marker of the upcoming boom of demand of novel competitive 

technologies in the field. Covering all the topics of study in this book would Ье 

impossiЫe; howeveг, the most significant have been selected. The book contains 26 

chapters which have been classified into five parts: (1) Image and Signal Sensors; 

(2) Detection, Trackiлg, алd Stereoscopic Vision Systems; (3) Pose Estimatioл, 

Avoidance of Objects, Coлtrol, and Data Exchange for Navigation; (4) Aerial Imagery 

PIOcessing; and (5) Machine Vision fш Scientific, Industrial, and Civil Applications. 

These аге briefly described iл the followiпg. 

Chapter 1 is dedicated to image sensors апd signal sensors used in cuггent 

machiпe vision systems. Some of them suffer from low dyпamic raпge and poor color 

constancy and are brittle and unma lleaЫe, limiting their use in applications for which 
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there will Ье consideraЫe demand in the future. Most approaches aiming to resolve 

these inadequacies focus оп developing improvements in the lighting, and software 

(processing algorithms) ш- hardware suпounding the photoseпsor such as filters is 

preseпted. Also discussed are other strategies that iпvolve chaпgiпg the architecture 

of the image seпsoi- апd the photo-seпsiпg material; both have experieпced receпt 

success. Although they are yet to break fully iпto the market, image seпso!'s developed 

from alterпative solutioп-processed materials such as orgaпic semicoпductors апd 

organohalide perovskites have immense potential to address the above issues and to 

"disrupt" machine vision techпology. 

Chaptel' 2 proposes а novelty passive vision seпsoi- with а 360° hшizoпtal field 

of view fш moblle robots. With the implementation of this sensor, the robots сап Ье 

provided with the abllity of Iapid detection of objects with а peгipheial and central 

vision. The development of this sensш has been inspired Ьу the peгipheial/foveal 

typical vision iп cooperation with the visual perception of vertebrates. lt is based оп 

the exploit of а catadioptric camera, while а rotating perspective camera makes it 

possiЬle to measure distances, focusing attentioп оп ап alгeady detected object, with 

а simple calibiation methodology of the hybгid field-of-view visioп systems. The 

sепsог has Ьееп set up as а staпd-aloпe апd гeal-time sепsог. lt is а self-coпtaiпed uпit 

hosted iп а siпgle-board embedded computeг with paгallel processiпg capabllities 

that сап Ье iпstalled оп апу moblle !'obot, еvеп those that have vегу limited computiпg 

powel'. 

Chaptel' 3 focuses оп the colol' апd depth  seпsiпg  techпologies  апd  aпalyzes 

how they play an importaпt гоlе in localization and пavigation in unstructured 

enviroпments. It discusses the impш·tant role of scanning techпologies in the 

development of trusted autonomous systems  fш  гobotic  and  machine  vision  with 

an outlook fог агеаs that nee d fш·theг геsеагсh and development. А  гeview  of 

sensor technologies fог specific envi ronm ents is included, with  special  focus  оп 

the selection of а particular scanпing techпology to deal with constraiпed (indoor) or 

uпcoпstrained (outdoor) enviroпmeпts.  Fundamentals,  advaпtages,  and  limitations 

of соlог апd depth (RGB-D) techпologies such as steгeo vision, time of flight, апd 

stшctuгed light and shape from shadow аге discussed in detail. Stгategies to deal with 

lightiпg, coloi- сопstапсу, occlusioпs, scatteгiпg, haze, апd multiple гeflectioпs аге 

evaluated iп detail. It also iпtroduces the latest developmeпts iп this а!'еа Ьу discussiпg 

the poteпtial of eшergiпg techпologies, such as dyпamic visioп апd focus-iпduced 

photolu miпesceпce. 

Chaptel' 4 is а work developed fог the coпstructioп of mixed iшage pl'ocessor (IP) 

апd пeural пetworks (NNs) апd iшage iпteпsity traпsformatioп апd the fuпdameпtals 

of coпtiпuous logic cell (CLC) desigп based оп сuпепt miпors (СМ) with fuпctioпs 

of prelimiпary aпalog processiпg. The iпtention of the authors is to сгеаtе video 

sensors апd processoгs fш parallel (siшultaneous Ьу pixel) iшage processing with 

advaпced functionality апd multichannel picture outputs to wшk in paгticulaг in 

hardware with high-performaпce architectures of neural networks, coпvolutional 

neural structures, parallel matrix-шatrix шultipliers, апd special-processor systeшs. 

The theoretical foundations are analyzed. The шatheшatical appaгatus of the шatrix 

and continuous logic, theiг basic opeiations, and theiг fuпctioпal coшpleteпess аге 
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described. The evaluation of their advantages and prospects for application in the 

design of Ьiologically inspired devices and systems for processing and analysis of 

агrау signals are presented. lt is demonstrated that some fuпctioпs of continuous 

logic, including operations of normalized equivalence of vector and matrix signals, 

and the operatioп of а limited difference iп continuous logic are а powerful basis for 

desigпiпg impюved smaгt micю-cells fш analog tгaпsfoпnatioпs апd analog-digital 

encodiпgs. 

Chapter 5 proposes the use of а robotic total station assisted with cameras for 

detection and tracking of targets that are not signalized Ьу reflectors. lt introduces 

the principles of standaгd total stations, defining them as "modern geodetic multi 

sensor systems measшing hoгizontal and veгtical aпgles as well as distances using 

time-of-flight methods, thus delive ring ЗD-coшdinates fог static as well as moving 

objects." However, it focuses оп the equipment ofthese systems with cameras and the 

application of photogrammetric techпiques for the development of robotic image 

assisted total stations for static and kinematic objects. Some examples of applications 

are described and а quality control study гesult is presented. 

Chapteг 6 offers а сlеаг preseпtation of the methods апd mathematical models 

fш coшdinate estimatioп using radar techпologies and proЫems related to the 

гecognition of object characteгistics (landmarks) for moblle autonomous robots. 

Basically, it is devoted to the actual ргоЫеm of пavigating moblle autonomous гobots 

оп uпknown teгraiпs iп the absence of GPS. Such а proЫem is coпsideгed solved 

if the robot is сараЫе to detect а laпdmaгk and estimate own coordiпates гelative 

to the landmark. А reliaЫe method for solving the proЫem is the simultaneous use 

of several measuring systems opeшting on diffeгent physical principles. In classical 

шdаг, the reliaЫe detection of the echo signals from immovaЫe landmaгk, which 

diffeг little from the echo signals that are гeflected from the suгrounding агеа, is 

impossiЫe. Comparison of such signals is caпied out in the chapteг for vaгious 

terrains at differeпt lengths of electromagnetic waves. lt is fouпd that the only 

difference betweeп them is the possiЫe amplitude jump of signal, reflected from 

the landmark. This jump occurs during the movement of the robot or scanning the 

space Ьу the robot antenna. The probabllity of detecting such а jump, the accuracy 

of the amplitude estimation, апd the speed of the device operation are analyzed in 

the chapter based on the developed system of stochastic diffe ren tial equations. 

Chapteг 7 overviews different machine vision systems in agгicultural applicatioпs. 

Seveгal different applications аге presented but а machine visioп system which 

estimates fгuit yield, ап example of an огсhагd management application, is discu ssed 

at length. From the faпner's perspective, an еагlу yield prediction serves as an early 

гevenue estimate . From this pгediction, гesources, such as employees and storage 

space, сап тоге efficiently Ье allocated, and future seasons сап Ье better planned. 

The yield estimate is accomplished using а camera with а color filteг that isolates 

the Ыossoms оп а tгее when the ti·ee is in its full Ыossom. The Ыossoms in the 

resulting image сап Ье counted and the yield estimated . An estimate duriпg the 

Ыossom period, as compared to when the fшit has begun to mature, provides а crop 

yield prediction several months in advance. Discussed as well, in this chapter, is а 

machine vision system which navigates а robot thгough orchaгd rows. This system 
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сап Ье used in conjunction with the yield estimation system, but it has additional 

applications such as incшporating а wateг ог pesticide system, which сап tгeat the 

tгees as it passes Ьу. То Ье effective , this type of system must consideг the opeгating 

scene as it сап limit ог constгain the system effectiveness. Such systems tend to Ье 

unique to the opeгating enviгonment . 

Chapteг 8 pгesents а deep гeview of steгeoscopic vision systems (SVS), and theiг 

descгiption, classification (geometгic configuгation, quantity of cameгas, and otheг 

characteristics related with mathematical and computer pгocessing), advantages, 

disadvantages , and applications in the current state of the art are stated. It is also 

noted that geometiies of the SVS's shown in this chapter ше ideal and aie not 

consideied factors that could affect the ассuгасу of measuгements. The aim of the 

chapteI is to piovide infшmation fш eveiyone who wants to implement an SVS 

and needs an intгoduction to seveial availaЫe options to use the most convenient 

according to а specific application. 

Chapter 9 is focused оп the development of machine vision for robots, robot pose 

estimation, and ЗD гestгuctuгe of scenes tшough а set of matched correspondences 

and featшes extшcted fгom multiple images. lt pгovides modeш and advaпced 

stiategies foI image filteгiпg and image featuгe extгaction. It conceпti·ates оп steieo 

vision noise souгce that гesults in а ЗD гeconstгuction of а scene. Stгategies foI image 

filteгiпg and featшe extшctioп ше descгibed based оп techпiques, such as Kalman 

Filter (КF), extended Kalman filter (ЕКF), and unscented Kalman filter (UКF). 

These filters are presented iп order to increase the efficiency of visual simultaneous 

localization and mapping (VSLAM) algorithm to increase its efficiency. Practical 

examples in the field of гobotics vision Ieseaich aie described, like pose ti·acking 

usiпg UKF and steieo visioп and localizatioп appгoach-based 2D-landmarks map. 

Chapter 1О is dedicated to the development of mathematical fundamentals for 

pose estimation. Pose estimation Iequires optimally estimating tшnslation and 

rotation. The chapter is focused  оп гotation,  since it involves  nonlineш analysis. 

lt is demonstrated how the compнtation сап Ье done systematically if it is exploited 

the fact that the set of rotations forms а groнp of transformations, called the 

"special orthogonal group." А linear space spanned Ьу infinitesimal rotations 

called the "Lie algebra" is defiпed. А computational proceduгe fш miпimiziпg the 

optimization function of а rotation based оп Lie algebгa fшmulation is described 

and applied to three computer visioп ргоЫеms: (1) Giveп  two sets of ЗD points,  

it is optimally estimated the traпslation and rotation betweeп them in the presence 

of iпhomogeпeous aпisotгopic пoise. (2) Given correspoпding points betweeп two 

images, it is optimally computed the fundamental matrix. (3) It is described the 

proceduгe of bundle adjustment for computing, from images of multiple points in 

the scene takeп Ьу multiple cameшs, the ЗD locations of all the points, and the 

postures of all the cameшs as well as their internal pшameteis. 

Chapter 11 shows а methodology for the accuшte geneшtion апd tшcking of 

closed trajectories over шbltraiy, lшge suгfaces of tшknown geometiy, нsing а гоЬоt 

whose control is based оп the нsе of а non-calibrated vision system. The proposed 

techniqнe referred to as camera-space manipнlation is comblned with а geodesic 

mapping арргоасh, with the purpose of generating and tracking а trajectoгy stшed as 
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а CAD model, over ал arbltrarily curved surface, along with а user-defined position 

and orientation. А measure used to diminish the distortion caused Ьу the mapping 

ргосеduге and а technique for achieving closuгe of а given closed path, when this is 

tracked over lai·ge, non-developaЫe suгfaces, are presented herein. The performance 

of the proposed methodology was evaluated using an industl"ial robot with а large 

workspace whose geometгy is not known in advance, comblned with stшctuгed 

lighting used to reduce the complexity of the image analysis process. 

Chapter 12 deals with generic image-based visual servoing contгol structure 

with onboard camera, based on the passivity theory and application. It gives а 

mathematical approach and а detailed liteгature гeseai-ch including also contributions 

of гecent puЬlications. The authшs ргоvе the convergence to zero of the contгol error 

and its robustness in the context ofL_2-gain pe1-fш manc e. А unified passivity-based 

visual servoing contгol structure considering а vision system mounted on the гоЬоt 

is presented. This controller is suitaЫe to Ье applied for robotic arms, moblle robots, 

as well as moblle manipulators. The proposed control law makes the robot аЫе to 

perform а moving target tracking in its workspace. Taking advantage of the passivity 

properties of the contгol system and considering exact knowledge of the target' s 

velocity, the asymptotic convergence to zero of the control errors is pгoved. Later, it 

is caпied а гobustness analysis out based оп L_2-gain perfoгmance, hence pгoving 

that control errors are ultimately bounded even when theгe exist bounded erгors in 

the estimation of the target velocity. Both numerical simulation and experimental 

results illustrate the performance of the algorithm in а гobotic manipulator, in а 

moblle robot, and also in а moblle manipulator. 

Chapter 13is about data exchange and task of navigation fш robotic gIOup. Robotic 

group collaboшtion in а densely cluttered teпain is one of the main proЫems in 

moblle robotics control. The chapteг describes the basic set of tasks solved in model 

of гobotic group behavior during the distгibuted seai-ch of ал object (goal) with the 

parallel mapping. Navigation scheme uses the benefits of authors' original technical 

vision system (TVS) based on dynamic triangulation principles. According to the 

TVS output data were implemented fuzzy logic гules of  resolution  stabllization 

fш improving the data exchange. The dynamic communication netwшk model was 

modified and implemeпted the propagation of infшmation with а feedback method 

fш data exchange inside the гobotic group. Fш forming the continuous and energy 

saviпg tгajectшy, the authoгs аге proposing to use two-step post-processiпg method 

of path planпing with polygoп approximation. Comblnation of our collective TVS 

scans fusion and modified dyпamic data exchaпge network forming method with 

dovetailing of the known path planning methods сал improve the robotic motion 

planning and navigation in unknown clutteгed terrain. 

Chapter 14 proposes а hieraгchical пavigatioп system comblniпg the beпefits of 

perception space local planning and allocentric global planning. Peгception space 

permits computationally efficie nt ЗD collision checking, enaЬling safe navigation 

in environments that do not meet the conditions assumed Ьу traditional navigation 

systems based on planar laser scaпs. Contributioпs include approaches for scoring 

and collision checking trajectories in perception space. Benchmarking results show 

the advantages of perception space collisioп checkiпg over populaг  alternatives 
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in the context of real-time local planning. Simнlated experiments with mнltiple 

юbotic platfOims in seveгal enviюnments demonstгate the impoгtance ofЗD collision 

checking and the нtility of а mixed repгesentation hieгaгchical navigation system. 

Chapteг 15 coггesponds to а deep oveгview гegaгding aнtonomoнs moblle 

vehicles fог wheeled gгoнnd applications. The diffeгent aнtonomy levels of vehicles 

аге appюached. The main concepts fгom path planning, going thгoнgh the basic 

components that an aнtonomoнs vehicle mнst have, all the way to the perception it 

has of its environment, inclнding the identification of obstacles, signs, and roнtes, are 

presented. The most commonly нsed hardware for the development of these vehicles 

is discнssed. In the last part of this chapter, а case stнdy, "Intelligent Transportation 

Scheme for Aнtonomoнs Vehicles in Smait Campнs," is incorpOiated in Oider to 

help illнstшte the goal of the chapteI. Finally, an insight is inclнded оп how the 

innovation оп bнsiness models сап and will change the fнture of vehicles. 

Chapter 16 is devoted to the approach of passive comblned correlation-extreme 

systems implementing the sшvey-comparative method for recognition and analysis 

of images obtained from the machine vision system of а flying robot, which is аЫе 

to sigпificantly improve the соггесt localizatioп of the objects iп the image frame. 

А basic model fог the radiometгic chaпnel орегаtiоп of the coггelation-ex ti·eme 

пavigation systems is pгoposed. The factOis that lead to distoгtioпs of the decisive 

fuпction formed Ьу the comblпed correlatioп-extreme navigatioп system of flyiпg 

robots iп а developed infrastrнctuгe are allocated. А solнtioп of the proЫem of 

анtопоmонs low-flyiпg flyiпg robots пavigation iп а developed iпfrastrнctuгe нsiпg 

the гadiometric сhаппеl extreme correlatioп пavigatioп systems (CENS), wheп the 

size of the solid aпgle of associated object is much laiger thaп the size of the partial 

апtепnа diiectivity diagi-am (ADD), is pюposed. 

Chapter 17 is focused in the desciiptio n of an analytic image stabilization 

аррюасh wheгe pixel information fюm the focal рlапе of the саmеш is stabllized 

and georegistered in а global reference frame. The aerial video is stabllized to 

maiпtaiп а fixed relative displacement betweeп the moving platform and the scene. 

The development of the algoгithm that is аЫе to stabllize aeгial images using its 

availaЫe weak/noisy GPS and IМU measuгements, based оп the use of analytically 

defined homogгaphies between images and minimizing the cost functioп оп а 2D 

equation space, is pгeseпted. The algorithm is applied in the Defense Advanced 

Reseaгch Pгojects Agency (DARPA) video апd image гetгieval and aпalysis tool 

(VIRAT) data set апd wide area motioп images (WAМI). 

Chapteг 18 descгibes а visнal servo сопtгоllег desigпed fог ап ншnаппеd aeгial 

vehicle dedicated to trackiпg vegetaЫe paths . Iп the iпspectioп апd data collectioп 

of large areas as сюр fields, where ап aerial vehicle should follow ап object's liпe 

accшately, autoпomoнs flight is а desiraЫe featшe with uпmаппеd aerial vehicles. 

То attain this objective, three visual servo contюllers aie pюposed; one of them is 

position based апd the other two are image based using inveгse Jacoblan апd concepts 

of passivity, respectively. All controllers are developed based оп the k:inematic 

model of the vehicle, and а dynamic compensation is designed to Ье added in 

cascade with the kinematic one. The perfoгmance of the control systems is compared 

through simнlatioп гesults. The main contribution is the development of the image- 
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based controller using passivity properties of the system, the stability and robustness 

analysis, and the comparative performance with other controllers when used for  

an unmanned aerial vehicle following vegetal lines. Тhese comparative results are 

valuaЫe to choose the appropriate driver for а specific application. 

Chapter 19 is the result of а deep study and research of multimedia compression 

advances, focusing on the use of the integer discrete cosine transform, the wavelet 

transform, and fovea centralis. Data compression is concerned with minirnization 

of the number of information-carrying units used to represent а given data set. 

Such smaller representation can Ье achieved Ьу applying coding algorithms. Coding 

algorithms can Ье either lossless algorithms that reconstruct the original data set 

perfectly or lossy algorithms that reconstruct а close representation of the original 

data set. Both methods can Ье used together to achieve higher compression ratios. 

Lossless compression methods can either exploit statistical structure of  the data  

or compress the data Ьу building а dictionary that uses fewer symbols for each 

string that appears on the data set. Lossy compression on the other hand uses а 

mathematical transform that projects the cuпent data set onto the frequency domain. 

Тhе coefficients obtained from the transform are quantized and stored. Тhе quantized 

coefficients require less space to Ье stored. 

Chapter 20 shows а method to solve the stairway localization and recognition 

proЫem for both indoor and outdoor cases Ьу using а convolutional neural network 

technique. Тhis work has been motivated because for blind and visually impaired 

persons, this assistive technology application has an important impact in their 

daily life. The proposed algorithm should Ье аЫе to solve the proЫem of stair 

classification for indoor and outdoor scenes. Тhе proposed idea describes the strategy 

for introducing an affordaЫe method that can recognize stairways without taking into 

account the environments. Firstly, this method uses stair features to classify images 

Ьу using convolutional neural networks. Secondly, stairway candidate is extracted 

Ьу using the Gabor filter, а linear filter. Тhirdly, the set of lines belonging to the 

ground plane are removed Ьу using the behavioral distance measurement between 

two consecutive frames. Finally, it is extracted from this step the tread depth and the 

riser height of the stairways. 

Chapter 21 gives а deep review of new- and advanced-phase triangulation 

methods for ЗD-shape measurements in scientific and industrial applications. Тhе 

mathematical methods for phase triangulation are presented, which allow the 

measurement of ЗD data under the conditions of arbltrary light-scattering properties 

of the scanning surface, varying measurement setting external illurnination and 

lirnited depth of field of optical elements of the source and receiver of optical 

radiation. Тhе book chapter provides а deep mathematical approach about the 

proposed steady-state method for decoding phase images and presents а method 

for nonlinearity compensation of  the  source-receiver  path  of  optical  radiation 

in ЗD measurements. Тhе application of the proposed methods provides higher 

metrological characteristics of measuring systems and expands the functionality and 

the range of application of optical-electronic systems for geometric control in the 

production environment. 
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Chapter 22 presents а thermal image processing method to monitor а moving melt 

pool of а Ыown powdeг deposition process using infi-ared theгmography. ТhегеЬу, 

the moving melt pool is created оп а substгate material  Ьу  the use of  а laseг and 

а motorized woгk tаЫе, wheгe the mateгial is (stainless steel 316) deposited in а 

lауег-Ьу-lауег sequence оп the substrate mateгial. The steel is placed in powder 

foгm оп the substrate and bгought to its melting point Ьу means of а 1 kW fiber 

laser with а wavelength of 1064 nm. Ву controlling а fixed melting pot size in 

closed-loop configuration, а consistent material deposition and layer thickness of the 

deposited material are ensured. For the feedback of the closed-loop control, an energy 

management system and а height control system are used to track the total spectral 

i-adiance of the melt pool and to track the top of the deposited material. The chapter 

gives а good and pi-actical oveгview of the Ыown powdeг deposition pгocess using 

inf1-ared theгmogi-aphy and names the used technologies to implement the melting 

and tгacking process. lt uses Planck's law to define the spectгal radiance of the melt 

pool for the eneгgy management system. lt also presents infгared thermographs to 

detect diffeгent tempeгature гegions of the melt pool. 

Chapteг 23 descгibes the impOI"tances of image pгocessi11g of measureme11t 

sig11als that аге co11tami11ated with 11oise fог accurate fault detectio11 a11d isolatio11 

i11 machi11es. This chapter pгese11ts pгocessi11g filteгs to detect step cha11ges in 11oisy 

diag11ostic signals of а gas turbl11e, which the authors use as i11dicat01· fог а11 011set 

of а si11gle fault of these sig11als. Ву usi11g the process filters , the 11oise of the gas 

turbl11e diag11ostic sig11als is reduced a11d the11 exami11ed for а step cha11ge. Various 

lineaг and nonlinear process filters are described and compaгed , where the weighted 

гecшsive median (WRМ) filteг is highlighted fOI" good noise гeduction. Also, the ant 

colo11y optimizatio11 (АСО) method is used to calculate the integeг weights of the 

weighted гecuгsive median filteг. 

Chapter 24 pгoposes а new method to control and automatize the position of thгee 

axis piezoelectгic nano-manipulators that handle а GSG nanoproblng to e11sure the 

precise positio11ing of the ргоЬе оп the substrate under test. The method is based оп а 

measurement setup that consists of а vectoг network analyzer (VNA) con11ected 

tшough coaxial саЫеs to mi11iaturized homemade сорlа11аг waveguide (CPW) 

ргоЬеs (011е sig11al co11tact a11d two grou11d co11tacts), which аге themselves mou11ted 

011 tru·ee- axis piezoelectгic 11a110-ma11ipulatoгs SmaгActTM. The device u11deг test 

(DUT) is positio11ed 011 а sample holder equipped also with 11a110-positio11eгs a11d 

а гotatio11 system  with  µ-degree  гesolutio11.  The  visualizatio11 is  carried  out Ьу 

а sca11пi11g electгo11 microscope (SEM) i11stead of co11ve11tional optics commo11ly 

found in usual  on-wafer  ргоЬе stations. This study  addresses  the challenge  related 

to the control of nano-manipulatoгs in order to ensure pгecisely the contact between 

the probe tips and the DUT to Ье characterized. 

Chapter 25 shows the design  of  an  industгial  inspection  system  for  plastic 

parts. The development of useг-fгiendly desig11 and training tool f01· convolutional 

neural networks (CNNs) and support vector machines (SVMs) as an applicatio11 

development e11viroшnent based оп MATLAB is pгese11ted. As the first test tгial, а11 

application of deep CNN (DCNN) fог anomaly detectio11 is developed a11d tгai11ed 

using а laгge numbeг of images to distinguish undesiгaЫe small defects such as ci-ack, 
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burr, protrusion, chipping, spot, and fracture phenomena that occur in the production 

process of resin molded articles. Then, as the second test trial, а SVM incorpшated 

with the AlexNet and another SVM incorporated with our original sssNet are, 

respectively, designed and trained to classify sample images into accepting as ОК or 

гejecting as NG categoгies with high categorization rate. In the case of these SVMs, 

the tшining сап Ье conducted Ьу using only images of ОК category. The AlexNet 

and the sssNet ме different types of DCNNs, whose compressed feature vectors 

have 4096 and 32 elements, respectively. The two lengths of compressed feature 

vectors are used as the inputs for the two types of SVMs, respectively. The usabllity 

and opeгabllity of the developed design and tшining tool fш DCNNs and SVMs ме 

demonstшted and evaluated through training and classification experiments. 

Chapter 26 is dedicated to а structural health monitшing application. It describes 

that due to the increase of frequency and weight of commercial ship trips in 

waterways, bridges are more vulneraЫe than ever to ship-bridge collision accidents. 

lt explains that there are plenty of reports of such cases all over the world, leading 

to rnillions of econornic losses. For ancient bridges, irreparaЫe damage rnight come 

iп the sense of cultural value except fш econornic losses. The development of 

computer vision-based technology pгovides an active defense method to ргеvепt 

the damage in advance. This chapteг pгesents а computer vision-based method fог 

ship-bridge collision assessmeпt апd warning for an ancient мсh bгidge over the 

Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Сапаl iп Haпgzhou, China. The structural chмacteristic 

апd curreпt status of the мсh bгidge were aпalyzed. The tгaffic volume апd pмameters 

of passing ships including velocity and weight were investigated. Water area in both 

sides of the bridge was divided into thгee diffeгent security distiicts corresponding 

to different warning levels. Image processing techniques wеге exploited to ideпtify 

the types of ships fог tшcking. The potential of ship-bгidge collision was assessed, 

and wмning was geneшted according to the security evaluation. 
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Vinnytsia National Technical University, Ukraine. 

Abstract    

The urgent need to create video sensors and processors for parallel 

(simultaneous by pixel) image processing with advanced functionality and multi-

channel picture outputs is showed in the chapter. We consider perspective spheres 

and areas of application of such sensor-processors, in particular, for hardware 

high-performance architectures of neural networks, convolutional neural 

structures, parallel matrix-matrix multipliers and special-processor systems. We 

show and analyze the theoretical foundations, the mathematical apparatus of 

matrix and continuous logic, their basic operations, show their functional 

completeness, evaluate their advantages and prospects for application in the 

design of biologically inspired devices and systems for processing and analysis of 

array signals. We show that some functions of continuous logic, including 

operations of normalized equivalence of vector and matrix signals, operation of a 

limited difference in continuous logic, are a powerful basis for designing 

improved smart micro-cells for analog transformations and analog-digital 

encodings. In the next sections of the chapter, we consider in more detail the 

design and modeling aspects of such micro-basic cells and continuously-logical 

high-speed ADCs based on them. The picture type ADC consists of an array of 

parallel operating channels, each of which is a basic microcell or a set of them. 

The basic microcell of a 2D ADC structure consists of several digital-analog cells 

(DC), which is made on 15-35 CMOS transistors. For an iterative type ADC, only 

one DC cell is needed, which is DC- (G) and additionally contains a sample and 

hold device (SHD). In this case, the entire base microcell can be performed on just 

35 CMOS transistors. A single ADC channel cell with iteration has a serial-

parallel output code. For a non-iterative type ADC, its base microcell may consist 

of such a quantity of DC, which depends on the digit capacity of the code. To 

simulate the proposed schemes, we used OrCAD, and the results are presented 

below. Conversion time with 6-8-bit binary codes or Gray codes and an input 

photocurrent range of 0.1 ÷ 24μA is 20 ÷ 30ns at a supply voltage of 1.8 ÷ 3.3V. If 

the maximum input current is 4μA, then for ADC with iteration total power 

consumption was only 50 ÷ 100μW. Low power consumption at such a supply 
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voltage, and good dynamic characteristics (the digitization frequency even for 

1.5μm CMOS technologies is 40 ÷ 50MHz) shows good prospects, since the 

structure of the linear array of ADCs and its micro cells are very simple. The 

conversion frequency can be increased 10 times with more advanced CMOS 

transistors. Thus, the proposed ADC based on CL BC and CM are promising for 

creating photoelectric structures with matrix operands, digital optoelectronic 

processors, linear and matrix image processors (IP) and other neural-like 

structures that are necessary for neural networks, neuro-fuzzy controllers. In the 

chapter, we will consider a generalized method of designing devices for nonlinear 

transformation of the photocurrent intensity using a set of similar basic modified 

cells and their circuits implemented using traditional CMOS technology. To 

implement the required nonlinear transformation function, we use the 

decomposition method. The type of synthesized functions is determined by the 

choice of suitable parameters, which are specified as constants or as parameters 

with which you can choose or change the type of nonlinear transformation. In the 

chapter we will also show the need for different types of nonlinear intensity 

conversion of photocurrents and different codes (gray, binary) for AD conversion 

in such parallel sensor devices and systems, especially for implementing various 

types of activation functions in hardware implementations of neural networks, 

consider the use of such parallel matrix arrays to create progressive IP and neural 

networks (NN). The cells offered by us have a low supply voltage of 1.8 ÷ 3.3 V, 

low power consumption (microwatts), the conversion time is less than 1µs, and 

consist of several dozen transistors. We also consider the cells for the 

implementation of various neuron activation functions in neural networks and 

transient nonlinear conversion with characteristics of S-, N- and - types. In 

conclusion, we make estimates and show the prospects for such approaches to the 

design of sensor processors. 

 Keywords: continuous logical ADC, image processor, multi-channel sensor 

systems, current mirror, equivalence (non-equivalence) functions, methods of 

selection and rank preprocessing, self-learning equivalent-convolutional neural 

structures, equivalent models, continuous-logical operations, 2D spatial function, 

neuron-equivalentor, image intensity transformation, nonlinear processing. 

INTRODUCTION  

To create biometric systems, computer vision systems are needed to solve the 

problem of recognizing objects in images. There are many known methods and 

means to address these problems [1, 2]. In most recognition algorithms, the most 

frequently used operation is the comparison of two different images of the same 

object or its fragments. The mutual 2D function of correlating a reference 

fragment with the current offset image fragment is also most often used as a 
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discriminant measure of their mutual comparison. With a strong correlation of 

images in their set to improve the accuracy and probability, the quality of 

comparison of the noisy current fragment and the reference image, as shown in 

[3], it is desirable to use methods of comparison, image selection, based on 

measures of mutually equivalent two-dimensional spatial functions 

transformations and adaptive correlation weightings. Various models of neural 

networks (NN) are actively used as a tool for image recognition and clustering. 

The latter are also widely used for modeling pattern recognition, biometric 

identification, associative memory (AM), and control of robotic devices. In [4, 5], 

equivalence models (EM) of auto-associative memory (AAM) and hetero-

associative memory (HAM) were proposed. The EMs have an increased memory 

capacity (3-4 times higher than the number of neurons) relative to the number of 

neurons (4096 and more) and the ability to compare, store and retrieve to 

recognize strongly correlated and noisy images of large dimension, as was shown 

in [6 - 8] . These models allow you to recognize fragments (64x64 and more) with 

a significant percentage (up to 25-30%) of damaged pixels [5, 7, 9, 10]. Models of 

multi-port AAM (MAAM) and multi-port heteroassociative memory (MHAM) for 

associative image storage and recognition were investigated in [7, 8], the main 

idea of which was originally published in [4]. Mathematical models and AM 

implementations based on EMs were initiated in [4] and described in detail in 

papers [7 - 9], and their modifications in [11–13]. For analysis and recognition, the 

problem of clustering various objects must be solved. This previous clustering 

allows you to organize the correct automated grouping of the processed data, 

conduct cluster analysis, evaluate each cluster on the basis of a set of attributes, 

put a class label and improve subsequent classification and recognition 

procedures. The significant advantages of EM in creating on their basis MAAM 

and MHAM [8, 11, 12], improved neural networks [5 - 9] made it possible to 

suggest new modifications of MHAM for parallel cluster image analysis [11 - 12] 

and their hardware implementations on parallel structures, matrix-tensor 

multipliers, equivalentors with spatial and temporal integration [8, 9, 12 - 14]. 

Spatially non-invariant models and their implementation for image recognition 

and clustering were considered in [8, 12] and only in [1, 2, 9, 11], spatial-invariant 

image recognition models were considered, but not clustering. More generalized 

spatially invariant (SI) equivalence models (EMs) are invariant to spatial 

displacements, can be used for clustering images and their fragments, and 

therefore the study of such models is an urgent task [14-17]. In addition, as our 

analysis shows, these models, described in our works [1-10] and known for more 

than 20 years, are very closely related to the operations of convolution of images. 

In the most promising paradigms of convolutional neural networks (CNN) with 

deep learning [18–24], the main operation is convolution. But they reveal 

regularities on the basis of existing patterns or filters require complex 

computational procedures in their training. Jim Cruchfield of UC Davis and his 

team are exploring a new approach to machine learning based on pattern 

discovery. Scientists create algorithms to identify previously unknown structures 

in data, including those whose complexity exceeds human understanding. New 
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possible ways of self-learning based on such advanced models were considered in 

[25]. It explained on the basis of understanding the principles of functioning of 

biological neural structures some important fundamental concepts, mechanisms of 

associative recognition and modeled the processes of transformation and learning. 

Patterns were identified in such models for binary slices of digitized multi-level 

images, and their implementations were proposed, and in article [26] for 

multilevel images without prior binarization. But, as will be explained below, for 

all progressive models and concepts, nonlinear transformations of signals, image 

pixel intensities are necessary. 

The bottleneck between the processor and the memory or processors is too 

slow interconnects. The increase in the integration density of devices further 

aggravates the problem, since more channels are required for communication 

outside the crystal. The use of optical interconnects is discussed as an alternative 

to solve the problems mentioned. The use of optics or optoelectronics for 

interconnects outside the crystal and inside the crystal was demonstrated in [27]. 

This problem in such OE-VLSI is solved by implementing external interconnects 

not with the edge of the chip, but with arrays of optical detectors and light 

emitters, which allows to implement the stack architecture of a three-dimensional 

chip [28]. But in this case, the combination of various passive optical elements 

with active optoelectronic and electronic circuits in one system is also an unsolved 

problem. Intelligent detector circuits can be thought of as a subset of OE-VLSI 

circuits. They consist only of arrays of photo detectors, which can be 

monolithically integrated with digital electronics in silicon, and circuits for 

analog-digital conversion. This greatly simplifies the design of OE-VLSI circuits, 

which additionally must contain only light-emitting devices, and the latter can also 

be implemented in silicon [29]. Such intelligent detectors with a frame [30] show 

a large scope and market potential. In this regard, our approach also relies on an 

intelligent pixel-like structure combining parallel detection of signals with parallel 

processing of signals in a single circuit. To realize the fastest processing, each 

pixel has its own analog and analog-digital node. One of the important directions 

for solving various scientific problems is parallel processing of large arrays (1D or 

2-D) of data using non-traditional computational MIMO-systems and matrix 

logics (multi-valued, sign, fuzzy, continuous, neuro-fuzzy, etc.) and the 

corresponding mathematics [31 - 34]. Realizations of optical learning neural 

networks (NN) with a two-dimensional structure [31], continuous logical 

equivalence models (CLEM) NN [32 - 34] require elements of matrix logic as 

well as an adequate structure for vector-matrix computing procedures. Advanced 

parallel computing structures and processors with time-pulse signal processing 

[35] require parallel processing and parallel inputs/outputs. The generalization of 

scalar two-valued logic on the matrix case led to the intensive development of 

binary image algebra (BIA) [36] and logical elements of a two-dimensional array 

for optical and optoelectronic processors [33, 35, 37 - 39]. One of the promising 

areas of research is the use of time-pulse-coded architectures (TPCA), which were 

considered in papers [40, 41], which, through the use of two-level optical signals, 
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not only increase functionality (up to universality), increase noise immunity, 

stability and reduce the requirements for alignment and optical system, but also 

simplify the control circuit and settings for the required functions, and keep intact 

the entire methodological basis of these universal elements regardless of the 

length of the code word and the type of logic. Mathematical and other theoretical 

foundations of universal (multifunctional) logical elements (ULE) of the matrix 

logical design with a fast programmable setting, where the unification of 

functional bases is expedient and the need to use ADC arrays were considered in 

[42, 43]. An ADC is a continuous-discrete automaton that performs the conversion 

of an analog value x by its interaction with standard sizes in a discrete output 

code. Aspects of the theory and practice of designing and using ADCs and DACs 

are so broadly outlined that it is even difficult to choose the most general works. 

At the same time, in the last 20-30 years, optical methods and means for parallel 

digital image processing have been intensively investigated, which, unlike analog 

ones, have high accuracy and a number of significant advantages. Certain success 

has been achieved in the field of creating two-dimensional matrix logic devices, 

storing image-type data for such parallel information systems and digital 

optoelectronic processors (DOEP) [38] with a performance of 1012-1014 bits per 

second. Most vector-matrix and matrix-matrix multipliers [39] use 1D-linear and 

2D-matrix multi-channel ADC [43-45]. A bottleneck in parallel DOEP is an ADC, 

which, unlike traditional input systems with scanning or sequential-parallel 

reading and output, must in parallel fully perform ADC conversion of a large 

number of signals (256 x 256 pixels or more) and provide an input speed of up to 

106 -107 frames per second. Therefore, there is a need of multichannel ADC with 

several parallel inputs and outputs, with vector or matrix organization (VMO) 

[43–45], and the channels operate in parallel and provide low power consumption, 

simple circuit implementation, short transformation time, low input level, 

acceptable word length, etc. In addition, such a VMO ADC can also perform other 

functions, for example, the computation of logical matrix operations, digital 

filtering, and digital addition-subtraction of images. For multichannel multisensor 

measuring systems, especially for wireless ones, ADCs with very low 

consumption, high accuracy and speed are required. In papers [46 - 52] design of 

ADCs, current comparators and their application were considered. But these 

comparators are very high speed, consist of many transistors and have high 

consumption power. Equivalent (EQ) continuous-logical (CL) ADC, which was 

considered in [43 - 45, 51], provided high performance with a smaller amount of 

equipment, since it consisted of n series-connected analog-digital basic cells 

(ABC). Such cells implement CL-functions on CMOS-transistors operating in the 

current mode. The parameters and performance of such CL ADCs, including the 

type of output codes, are influenced by the selection of the required continuous-

logic functions for the analog-digital conversion and the corresponding ABC 

scheme. The simplicity of these CL ADCs makes it possible to realize a 

significant number of multi-channel converters for optical parallel and multisensor 

systems. The proposed CL ADC schemes are more preferable specifically for such 

applications where parallelism and large size arrays are required. Based on the 
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above, the purpose of our chapter is to design and simulate various variants of the 

technical implementation of continuously logical basic cells (CL BC) based on 

current mirrors (CM) and multi-channel sensory analog-to-digital converters 

(SMC ADC) with the functions of preliminary analog and subsequent analogue 

digital processing for image processors (IP) and sensor systems. In addition, in our 

previous works, the accuracy characteristics of the ADC were not considered, no 

estimates of conversion errors were made for different possible modes and 

modifications of such basic cells and ADCs as a whole. That is why the purpose of 

the present work is also to evaluate ADC errors, demonstrate them by specific 

experimental results, and also further enhancements of such ADCs and their basic 

cells, which significantly expand their functionality and the range of problems 

they solve. 

1 SIMULATION OF ARRAY CELLS FOR IMAGE 

INTENSITY TRANSFORMATIONS AND THEORETICAL 

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND  

1.1 Substantiation of the need to design devices for parallel 

nonlinear image intensity transformations in self-learning 

equivalent-convolutional neural structures (SLECNS)  

For neural networks and associative memory systems, generalized equivalence 

models using the functions of non-linear normalized equivalences of matrices and 

tensors were developed. They use spatially dependent normalized equivalence 

functions (SD_NEF) [6], which are defined as:  
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0 1
,

e ,
N I M J

e , and symbol  indicates a spatial 

convolution, but with an element-wise operation of not multiplication, but 

"equivalence". In accordance with the principle "the strongest survives" and the 

strengthening of the non-linear action of the components, depending on the level 

of their values, the elements of matrix 
~

( )e e and of other intermediate SD_NEF are 

transformed using of auto-equivalence operations [13] with different parameters 

p1, p2. The higher the parameters p1, p2 in p-step auto-equivalence, that is, the 

more "competing" nonlinear transformations, the faster the process of recognition 

and state stabilization, as studies show with the help of energy equivalent 

functions [6, 26, 53]. The number of iterations necessary for successful 
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recognition depends on the model parameters and, as experiments show, is 

significantly smaller compared to other models and does not exceed just a few. 

Changing the parameters p1, p2 it is possible to obtain all the previously known 

EMs [5-13]. To implement the proposed new subclass of associative neural 

systems, certain new or modified known devices are needed that can calculate the 

normalized spatial equivalence functions (NSEqFs) with the necessary speed and 

performance [1, 6, 10]. We called such specialized devices the image 

equivalentors [4, 6, 9, 10, 13], which are, in essence, a doubled correlator [54] or a 

doubled convolver. For the input image 
inpS , learning array-matrix A, which is a 

set of reference images, the general SI ЕМ АM is proposed [11, 14, 15] and 

modeled,  where after the first and the second steps of the algorithm the element-

wise equivalence convolution and nonlinear transformations were calculated. 

Research results of the generalized SI ЕМ АM confirmed advantages and 

improved characteristics and possibility to recognize with interferences up to 20-

30% [14, 15]. In works [12, 14] described a clustering method based on the 

simultaneous calculation of the corresponding distances between all cluster 

neurons and all training vectors using such MAAM and MHAM. As metrics, we 

use generalized non-linear normalized vector equivalence functions, which gives 

good convergence and high speed of models, see papers [12, 14-17]. An iterative 

learning process that uses a learning matrix and consists in calculating the optimal 

set of weight vectors for all cluster neurons is described by the proposed model. 

Optimal patterns are formed by such an iterative procedure, based on the search 

for patterns and tangible fragments of objects that are in the set of trained images. 

Patterns of recognition and clustering of images that combine the learning process 

with the process of recognition are proposed in [25, 26]. For our EMs and all 

known convolutional neural networks, it is necessary to determine the 

convolutions of a large number of patterns from the set of standards with the 

current image fragment in each layer in the learning process. Large images require 

a large number of filters for image processing, as studies show, and the size of 

filters also, as a rule, is also large. Therefore, the acute problem is to significantly 

improve the computational performance of such CNN. Therefore, the last decade 

was marked by the activation of work aimed at creating specialized neural 

accelerators, which calculate the comparison function of two two-dimensional 

arrays and use the multiplication and addition-accumulation operations. Unlike 

most papers, in our works we use those functions of normalized equivalence in 

which there is no multiplication operation. But, as our studies show, equivalent 

models also allow us to construct convolutional equivalence structures and self-

learning systems. Therefore, using our approaches to the construction of a one-

dimensional neuron-equivalentor [55 - 58], we considered the structure of a two-

dimensional neuron-equivalentor, generalized for processing two-dimensional 

arrays. The block diagram of the main unit of self-learning equivalent 

convolutional neural structures (SLECNS) [26] is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The 

required number of convolutions 
0

e ÷ 
1n

e , depending on the number of filter 

templates 
0

W ÷ 
1n

W , is formed from the matrix X . Convolutions are 
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represented by matrices with multilevel values, unlike binary ones, which we used 

earlier. Each filter is compared with the current fragment of the matrix, and 

equivalent measures of proximity or other measures, such as a histogram, are used 

as a measure of the similarity of the fragment of matrix X  and the filter. 

Therefore interpretation method for spatially invariant case requires the 

calculation of spatial features convolution-type
t

m m
E W X , 

where
0 0

1 1 1m m

k l
E mean submatrix k k r l l r

,
X, , , , W , nonlinear 

processing by the expression 0 5 1 2 1
a

m m m

k l k l k l
EN G a E E

, , ,
, ,  and 

comparing each other to determine the winners for indexing expressions: 
0 1 1m m M

k l k l k l k l
index m

MAX max EN EN EN
, , , ,

, ...  and m activ m

k l nonlinear k l k l
EV f EN MAX

, , ,
, . Thus, in the 

first and second steps, it is necessary to calculate a large number of convolutions. 

From the above formulas it follows that it is necessary to calculate the average 

value of the component-wise difference of two matrices. Similarly, normalized 

nonequivalent functions for all filters are calculated, and their components are 

nonlinear transformed: EN0k l 0.5 1 2 E0k l 1 255 , where α is the 

nonlinearity coefficient. Based on these transformations for SLECNS, we need to 

implement nonlinear transformations for different α. The analysis of this 

expression shows that it is necessary to raise to power, multiply, so we propose to 

approximate this dependence, for example by three-piece linear approximation. 

The conducted experiments in work [26] show great promise of the proposed 

methods and models of self-learning-recognition of images, including multilevel 

and color images. But for their work in real time, taking into account the large 

requirements for performance and the amount of calculations, it is necessary to 

have appropriate high-performance and energy-efficient arrays and image 

processors with parallel principles of operation and picture input-outputs, whose 

design was partially considered in papers [9, 12, 13, 58 - 61, 63 - 65]. In fig. 1 (b) 

a new structure proposed by us in [66] is shown, which may be promising for use 

in machine vision and artificial intelligence, neural structures, in various high-

performance measurement systems [67 - 69]. The presented structure makes it 

possible to calculate in parallel the set of all components (elements) of the 

equivalent convolution at once in a single cycle at high speed. The cycle time is 

equal to the time of selection from the processed image of its shifted current 

fragment. The structure of the system that uses an array of neuron equivalents 

consists of a microdisplay that dynamically displays the current fragments, an 

optical node as an array of microlenses (MLA) with optical lenses (not shown!), 

and a two-dimensional array of equivalentors (Eqs) with optical inputs. Each Eq is 

implemented in a modular hierarchical manner and can consist of similar smaller 

sub-pixel, also 2D type, base nodes. The equivalentor has a matrix of 

photodetectors, on which a halftone image of a fragment is projected using 

(MLA). The number of electrical analog inputs is equal to the number of photo 
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detectors, to which the filter components are fed from a sampling and holding 

device (SHD) or analog memory with subsequent digital-analog conversion using 

any known method. 

 
a) 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 
b) 

Fig. 1. The basic unit (structure) of the SLECNS, which explains the principle of its 

functioning of learning neural network model based on the multi-port memory to find 

centroid cluster elements (a); The basic unit that uses an array of neuron-equivalentors (b) 

These components are presented in the form of microcurrents. Each 

equivalentor has its own filter mask from the filter set, which is formed as a result 
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of training. Simulation on 1.5μm CMOS transistors in various modes showed that 

such equivalentor and their basic blocks can operate in low-power and high-speed 

modes, their energy efficiency is estimated to be at least 1012 an. op / sec per watt 

and can be increased by an order of magnitude, especially considering FPAA [62]. 

But much depends on the accuracy of the current mirrors and their characteristics. 

Thus, at the inputs of each equivalentor there are two arrays (vectors) of analog 

currents representing the current fragment being compared and the corresponding 

filter standard, and the output of the equivalentor is an analog current signal that is 

nonlinearly transformed in accordance with the activation function and represents 

a measure of their similarity, proximity. Also, as have been shown [66], non-linear 

component-wise transformations allow even without WTA network to allocate the 

most NEs with the greatest activity. From the above described it follows that for 

hardware implementations of all the advantages of SI EM, an important issue is 

the design of parallel nonlinear transformations, transformations of intensity 

levels. And, as will be shown below, the use of an array of cells that perform 

hardware and not with PC, non-linear transformations adequate to auto-

equivalence operations, allows the laborious computational process of searching 

for extremums in SD_NEF (maps for clustering and learning) not to be performed, 

but to automatically select these extremums using only several transformations 

steps and eliminate all unnecessary levels, making these levels pixels neutral for 

subsequent algorithmic steps.  

1.2 Brief review and background of mathematical operators, 

which are implemented by neurons  

Almost all concepts, models, structures of NN, CNN use informational 

mathematical models of neurons, which are reduced to the presence of two basic 

mathematical components-operators: the first component computes a function 

from two vectors X   and  W , where X  - vector of input signals of a neuron, 

W  - vector of weights, and the second component corresponds to some nonlinear 

transformation of the output value of the first component to the output signal. The 

input operator can be implemented as sum, maximal or minimum value, product 

of the self-weighted inputs [55, 56]. But recently, the set of such operators has 

expanded significantly [6, 9, 13, 56]. Equivalence models of neural networks, 

which have some advantages, require the computation of such operators: 

normalized equivalence (NEq), nonlinear normalized nonequivalence (NnEq), 

autoequivalence of vectors. In [9, 13, 57], we considered how to implement these 

input operators for the case when the components of the vectors X  and W  are 

both normalized and unipolarly encoded. In work [58] we used just normalized 

equivalences, but time-pulse coding was used for analog signals. The positive 

aspect of that work was the use of a modular principle that allowed the calculation 
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of the operator of the normalized equivalence of a vector to the calculation of 

normalized equivalent sub-vectors and their output signals. In paper [58] the 

mathematical basis of creation of neurons of equivalents calculating the function 

of NEq is described in detail, using the modular principle. To increase the number 

of inputs of our complementary double NE (CDNE) or the dimension of the 

compared vectors, you can use the combination of the basic analogue CDNE of a 

smaller dimension. This greatly expands the functionality of such a basic CDNE, 

especially when they are combined in complex hierarchical structures. It shows 

that all algorithmic procedures in the equivalence paradigm of NNs and AM on 

their basis are reduced to the calculation of NEqs from two vectors or matrices, 

and the elemental nonlinear transformations that correspond to the activation 

functions, and for the above EMs of NNs, reduce to the calculation of auto-

equivalences (auto-non-equivalences). But in the above works, activation 

functions were not simulated and shown. A lot of work has been devoted to the 

design of hardware devices that realize the functions of activation of neurons, but 

they do not consider the design of exactly the auto-equivalent transformation 

functions for EMs and the most common arbitrary types and types of nonlinear 

transformations. Therefore, the goal of this paper is the design of cells for 

hardware parallel transformation of image intensity levels. In work [66], the 

question of the simplest approximations of auto-equivalence functions (three-piece 

approximation with a floating threshold) was partially solved. The basic cell of 

this approximation consisted of only 18 - 20 transistors and allowed to work with 

a conversion time from 1 to 2.5μs. At the same time, the general theoretical 

approaches to the design of any nonlinear type of intensity transformation were 

not considered, and this is the object of the paper. The operations of addition and 

subtraction of currents are most easily performed on current mirrors. 

1.3 Mathematical models of nonlinear transformations of image 

intensities  

The input analog intensity of the pixel is denoted by x, where 0,x D , D – 

the maximum intensity of the selected range, and denote the output analogized 

transformed intensity by y, where 0,y D . Then the operator of the nonlinear 

intensity transformation can be written in the form: 
transy F x . As such 

functions can be threshold processing functions, exponential, sigmoid and many 

others, which, in particular, are used as activation functions in the construction, 

synthesis of neural elements and networks based on them. To form the required 

nonlinear intensity transformations, it is possible to use piecewise linear 

approximation of the chosen functions. For piecewise-linear approximation, break 

the range of input levels D into N equal sub-bands, width p D N .  Using the 

function of bounded difference known from papers [6, 13], defined as  
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,

0,

a b if a b
a b

if a b
 . Form for the input signal x and each upper sub-band level 

ipD i p , where 1...i N , the following signals: ( 1) ( )is x i p x i p . 

For 1i  we get 
1 ( )s x x p , and this is the minimum min( , )x p  and there is 

a step signal with height p. For 2i  we get 
2 ( ) ( 2 )s x p x p , which 

corresponds to a step in height p, but which begins at p. For i N  we get 

( 1) ( ) ( ( 1) )Ns x N p x N p x N p , which corresponds to a step in 

height p, but which begins at ( 1)N p D p . Summing with the weight 

coefficients 
ik  these steps, we can form a piecewise approximated intensity 

1 1

( ( 1) ) 2( )
N N

a i i i

i i

y k s k x i p x i p ,    (1) 

for forming 0,ay D , that is, the normalized range of its levels, the weighting 

coefficients of the steps are selected from the condition: 
1

N

i

i

k N . Analysis of 

formula (1) shows that by changing the gain of the steps, we can form any 

required piecewise continuous intensity conversion function. If the coefficient 
ik  

negative, it means that the corresponding step is subtracted. Thus, in order to 

implement the transformations, a set of nodes for realizing operations of bounded 

difference, weighting (multiplication), and simple summation are needed. If the 

input pixel intensity is set by the photocurrent, then having the current mirrors 

(CM), by which the operations of the limited difference and the summation of the 

photocurrents are easily realized, it is sufficient to have a plurality of limited 

difference schemes and the specified upper sub-band levels 
ipD . By choosing the 

parameters of the current mirror transistors, operations of dividing or multiplying 

currents by the required fixed 
ik . If it is necessary to dynamically change the 

view, the conversion function, i.e. the weight of the components, then you need 

the coded amplifiers. When working with currents and CM, a set of keys and a 

multiplying mirror with discrete weights (binary) perform the role of code-

controlled amplifiers and are essentially DAC with the only difference that instead 

of a reference analog signal an analog signal 
is . After some transformations, 

formula (1) is transformed to this form: 

 

1 1

1 1

( ) 2( ) min( , )
N N

a i i i i i

i i

y k x pD x pD k x pD p  (2) 

Formula (2) indicates that for the implementation of the intensity conversion, it 

is necessary to have analogous minimum circuits, but it is realized in the form of 

two operations of bounded difference: ( ) min( , )a a b a b . In addition to the 

formulas (1) and (2) considered above, it is possible to realize the required 

function by means of triangular signals: 
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1 1

( ( 1) ) 2( )
N N

a i i i

i i

y k t k x i p x i p   (3) 

For the formation of the constants si or ti, the input signal x can be multiplied 

by N and then all components are simultaneously generated simultaneously in 

each sub-assembly. On the other hand, in each sub-assembly a signal ( )ix pD , 

this is fed to the next in the pipeline sub-assembly for the formation of signals and 

components from it. This corresponds to a conveyor circuit that will have a large 

delay, but does not require the multiplication of the input signal. The choice of this 

or that scheme and element base depends on the requirements for the synthesized 

node. 

1.4 Simulation of array cells for image intensity transformation 

1.4.1 Simulation of image intensity transformation with Mathcad 

Using both the basic components for the composition of the lambda function 

fsp s2, shown in Fig. 2 and described by expression: 
fsp s2 xs p x p k k obs obs xs p x obs xs p 2 , where xs- 

function argument, p x- parameter indicating the lower bound-level xs 

(beginning), p  - the second parameter indicating the level for the maximum, k - 

is the third parameter indicating the scalar gain multiplier; and ( , )abs a b a b  

we proposed a function-composition fsp sS, which is calculated by the 

expression: 

fsp sS xs k VK

1

k

i

fsp s2 xs
255

k
i 1( )

255

k
i( ) VKi ,  

where k - number of components (lambda functions), xs - argument of the 

function, VK-vector of gain factors. The result of constructing some types of 

transfer characteristics (TC) using these functions in the Mathcad environment is 

shown in Fig. 2. To approximate auto-equivalence, we also offer simpler (2-step) 

basic N-functions: 

af xs xp( ) obs xs obs xs xp( )( ) obs xs DP xp( )[ ][ ]
DP

xp 2
  

and triple their composition: 
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afS xs VaF KaF( )

0

2

iv

af xs VaFiv KaFiv . In general, the number of 

components in a composition can be arbitrary, but for modeling we used 8 and 16 

component compositions and adjustment vectors. Examples of such functions and 

compositions for the synthesis of TC are shown in Fig. 3. Another variety of 

functions is shown in Fig. 4, and the results of using such TCs to prepare the 

original PIC image are shown in Fig. 5. 

0 50 100 150 200 250
0

100

200
fsp s2 PD0 l l 30 40 10

fsp s2 PD0 l l 100 120 1

fsp s2 PD0 l l 150 180 7

fsp s2 PD0 l l 200 220 8

PD0 l l

ll  

0 50 100 150 200 250
0

100

200
fsp sS PD0 l l 10 VK 3.2

fsp s2 PD0 l l 0 25 1

fsp s2 PD0 l l 25 51 1.3

fsp s2 PD0 l l 51 77 1.4

PD0 l l

ll  
Fig. 2. Graphs of synthesized transformation functions 

1.4.2 Design and simulation of array cells for image intensity 

transformation using OrCad PSpice 

Let us first consider the design and simulation of a single base cell for the 

image intensity of an arbitrary transformation, using the example of a four-piece 

approximation by triangular signals according to formula (3). In Fig. 6 shows the 

scheme used for modeling, and Fig. 7 schematic of the basic sub-node. To form 

four triangular signals from the input signal, we use four identical sub-nodes, each 

of which consists of 14 (13) transistors and an additional current mirror (2 
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transistors Q18 and Q19), and for propagation of the input photocurrent and 

threshold levels, the auxiliary circuit consists of 17 (14) transistors.  

0 50 100 150 200 250
0

100

200
afS PD0 l l VaF3 KaF3

afS PD0 l l VaF1 KaF1

afS PD0 l l VaF2 KaF2

PD0 l l1

af PD0 l l 30 0.55 af PD0 l l 70 0.45

ll  
Fig. 3. Examples of synthesized transfer characteristics for autoequivalence functions 

 

 

Fig. 4. Mathcad windows with the formulas and graphs of synthesized transformation 

functions 
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Fig. 5. Mathcad windows on which the formulas and results image intensity 

transformation are shown, where in 2D from left to right: input image PIC, the computed 

auto-equivalence functions, non-linear (after activation) output images (bottom row). 
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Fig. 6.  Circuit for simulation of nonlinear converter cell on the base of four piece-linear 

approximation and four base sub-nodes    
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Fig. 7. Circuit of base sub-node (schematic2) for four piece-linear approximations  

The input photocurrent was simulated by a current generator I2. In general, the 

cell layout consisted of 68 transistors. In this scheme for simulation, we used four 

fixed different gain values for each triangular signal.  To do this, the output signal 

of the sub-node was multiplied using the current multiplier mirror (CMM), and by 

fixing the output connections S0-S3 with the summing output current mirror or the 

power line, we chose the weights 
ik . Thus, we modeled different transformation 

functions by choosing a set of coefficients 
ik . The simulation results for various 

input signals are shown in Fig. 8. 

Using a linearly increasing input signal (red solid line) and a conversion 

function, the form of which is shown in the green bold line in Fig. 8a, and 

auxiliary signals (shown in different colors), we obtained a nonlinear 

transformation similar to the ReLu function (with saturation). In Fig. 8b, the 

resultant signal (green bold line) is shown after a nonlinear conversion by means 

of this function of the input sinusoidal signal (shown in blue). The power 

consumption of the cell is 150μW at a supply voltage of 2.5V, Imax = D = 8μA, N 

= 4, p = 2μA, and the periods of the input signals are 200μs and 100μs. To 

dynamically switch the view of the image pixel intensity conversion function, we 

use the current-controlled current amplifiers on current mirror multipliers (CCCA) 

with binary-weighted current outputs (Fig. 9). The general scheme of the cell 

realizing the dynamic intensity conversion with eight piecewise linear 

approximation is shown in Fig. 10. This circuit contains from 170 to 200 

transistors, consists of eight basic nodes (A + CCCA). The Node A consists of 8 

(7) transistors and generates a triangular signal from the input signal at a given 

threshold for each sub-band 
ipD . The auxiliary circuits for generating upper sub-

band levels and subtracting them from the input signals are shown to the left in 

Fig. 10 and can be implemented in different ways depending on the selected 

element base and approach. The processes of formation from the input signal of all 

auxiliary components, triangular waveforms, nonlinearly transformed output 

signal, and simulation results of this circuit for different modes are shown in Fig. 

11-12. For a supply voltage of 2.5V, Imax = D = 8μA, N = 8, p = 1μA and the 

period of the input linearly increasing-decreasing triangular signal equal to 

1000μs. 
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a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 8.  Simulation result for the circuit in Fig. 6 for input linear rising signal (a) and for 

input sinusoidal signal (b) 
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Fig. 9. Code controlled current amplifier (CCCA) that consists of current mirror with 

multiplication (CMM) and set of n keys (K)  
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Fig. 10.  Circuit for simulation of nonlinear converter cell on the base of eight piece-

linear approximation and eight base sub-nodes 

Removing only one transistor in the nodes A of the circuit in Fig. 10 allows it 

to modify and implement on its basis tunable nonlinear transformations in 

accordance with the formula 1, and not 3, that is, with the help of 
is , but not 

it . 

The results of modeling such a conversion scheme with the composition of the 

basic step signals si are shown in Fig. 13 - 15, and in Fig. 14, 15 for the case of 

four levels approximation, and in Fig. 13 for eight levels approximation. The 

results confirm the possibility of synthesizing converter cells with specified or 

required accuracy characteristics of the transformation laws and, in particular, 

auto-equivalence functions, the microvolt level of power consumed by them, high 

speed (microseconds and less). For the simplest and approximate approximation 

functions, but often quite sufficient for the selection of the winning function by the 

activation function, the cell circuits consist of only 17-20 transistors, have a very 

high speed (T = 0.25us), a small power consumption (less than 100 microwatts). 

The results of simulating such simple (3÷4 piecewise approximation) cells (see 
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Fig. 16) separately and in the composition with nodes for input operators, and in 

small-sized networks of Eq equivalents are presented in section 1.4.3 and are 

shown in Fig. 17, 18. The analysis of the obtained results confirms the correctness 

of the chosen concept and the possibility of creating CLCs for image intensity 

transformation and MIMO structures on their basis, as hardware accelerators for 

compact high-performance systems of machine vision, CNN and self-learning 

biologically inspired devices.   

 

 
Fig. 11.  Simulation result for 8 sub-nodes circuit (Fig. 10): up left  - formation of 

triangle signals for linear rising input signal (red line), output signal (yellow line) (the first 

four signals); up right -  formation of triangle signals (red line), output signal (yellow line) 

(the second 4 signals) and 2 outputs for 2 characteristics (blue and green lines); down right  

- input signal (red line), output signal (blue line) 

1.4.3 Simulation of non-linear transformation in analog 64-input and 81-

input neuron-equivalentor 

For simulation of non-linear transformation in analog 64-input and 81-input 

neuron-equivalentor [66], we used a node whose circuit is shown in Fig. 16, which 

forms the activation function (autoequivalence) in the form of a piecewise linear 

approximation. Simulating results of such 64 input NE with nonlinear conversion 
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of the output signal-response for linearly rising (falling) currents with a period T = 

2.5μs are shown in Fig. 17, 18. In the same place, the results of modeling the 

formation processes of linear and nonlinear normalized neq are shown. Comparing 

two vectors with current signals, the 64-input neuron-equivalent has a total power 

consumption of approximately 2-3mW at a low supply voltage, contains less than 

1000 CMOS transistors, provides good temporal characteristics. The circuit 

performs summation, limited subtraction, and multiplication of analog currents on 

current mirrors. 

 

 

Fig. 12.  Simulation result for 8 sub-nodes circuit (Fig. 10): up left  - for linear rising 

input signal (red), output signal (green) and corresponds to N-shape transfer 

characteristic; up right -  for linear rising input (red), output signal (green) and 

corresponds to the auto-equivalence transfer characteristic; down left and right  - for 

sinusoidal input signal (red), output signal (green) and corresponds to the auto-equivalence 

transfer characteristic for input current range 0 ÷ 8uA  and period 500us (down left 

graph), 0 ÷ 24uA  and 1ms (down right graph)  
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Fig. 13. Simulation result for circuit with step signals and eight levels approximation of 

input current signal: input signal (green line); output signal (blue line), other signals (color 

lines)  

 
Fig. 14. Simulation result for four levels approximation, the realized non-linear 

transformation is the normalized auto-equivalence function for self-learning convolutional 

networks (Imax=20uA, T=1us) 

 

  

4uA, 70uW, 2.5us, Vdd=2.5V 20uA, 550uW, 0.25us, Vdd=3.3V 
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Vdd=1.8V, Imax=6uA, T=50us. 

Fig. 15. Simulation result for four levels approximation, the realized non-linear 

transformation is the normalized auto-equivalence function for self-learning convolutional 

networks (for different input currents and transformation periods): input signal – yellow 

line, output signal – blue line, power consumption – red line 
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Fig. 16. Activation function circuit on current mirrors 

    
Fig. 17. The results of modeling the 64-input Eq for current Imax=5µА, and a linearly 

rising (falling) currents with a period T=2.5µs. On the left two upper signals (pink - 

maximum, blue - minimum of two input currents), green - equivalent signal, yellow - 

nonequivalence, below the signals after their nonlinear conversion; on the right, the two 

upper signals are the maximum and minimum, the lower the blue is the normalized 

equivalence, the yellow is the nonlinear normalized equivalence. 
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Fig. 18. The results of modeling the 64-input Eq for current Imax = 5µА, and a linearly 

rising (falling) currents with a period T=2.5µs. On the left: the results of modeling the 

processes of formation of linear (green) and nonlinear normalized neqs (yellow), on the 

upper graph the peak and average consumption powers are showed . On the right: the 

results of modeling the processes of formation of linear (yellow on the upper trace) and 

nonlinear normalized neqs (green on the bottom trace), red line shows the power of 

consumption. Blue - maximum of two signals, green - minimum of two signals for V = 3.3V 

2 CONTINUOUS-LOGIC (CL) TRANSFORMATION AND 

THE EQUIVALENTLY CL ADC  

2.1 Basic theoretical foundations, equivalence models and their 

modification for SMC_CL_ADC 

These converters significantly reduce (or even eliminate) the error of 

digitization (quantization) inherent in the classical ADC. The CL - transformations 

are given in [30, 45, 51], in which the transformation CL functions (CLF) are 

defined and it is shown that the operation of min, max of continuous logic are the 

basic operations of the functions. Use of operators of hybrid logic for formation of 

CLF it is possible: 1 1 21, 2 max ,D P x x x x , 2 1 21, 2 min ,D P x x x x , 

where P and D are respectively threshold and non-threshold operators, which are 

implemented in various ways. In many models of neural networks for image 

recognition, especially many graded ones, it is desirable to have binary bit-plane 

images that encode the image matrix in Gray codes [41]. In addition, in a number 

of works [32–35, 40, 45, 46] it was shown that some operations of continuous 

logic, such as equivalence and nonequivalence, and their generalized family, 

provide a number of advantages in the so-called “equivalence paradigm”. These 

scalar operations of equivalence eq(x,y) and nonequivalence neq(x,y) for x, 

y [0,1] are defined in papers [32, 33], namely: 
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( , ) min( , ) min((1 ),(1 )) 1eq x y x y x y x y x y x y , 

( , ) 1 ( , ) max( , ) min( , )neq x y x y eq x y x y x y  

max( , ) min( , ) ( ) ( )x y x y x y y x , 

where ( )  - is the limited difference operation. If we consider it for 1y x x , 

these functions are transformed to:  

( , ) 2( ) 2min( , )eq x x x x x x , 

( , ) max( , ) min( , ) 1 2min( , )neq x x x x x x x x , 

as it has been shown in work [45], these functions can be successfully used in the 

CL ADC. For the formation of binary bit planes that correspond to the categories 

of images coded in the Gray code, we used for each pixel an iterative procedure 

over the matrices of equivalence and nonequivalence obtained in the previous 

stages:
1( ( ), ( ))i i ieq eq neq  and 

1( ( ), ( ))i i ineq eq neq . It is easy to see that 

the division of the segment [0, 1] into 2n N  subranges, sets each of them a set, a 

vector of signs, which corresponds to the Gray code measured by the scalar size x. 

Thus, positional digit 
n id  of the code is defined as 

1 1 1 1( , ) 1, , 0,n i i i i id eq neq if eq neq if else , 

where 1...i n , and  
0eq x , 

0neq x . From this it is obvious that in order to 

realize the ADC for optical signals, we needed to synthesize BC CLs that 

implement the required operations 
ieq , 

ineq  and the threshold operators. We 

called such ADCs equivalent to continuously-logical, complementary-dual ones, 

since the signals x  and x  in them are complementary, and the CL functions are 

equivalent (nonequivalent), that is, equivalently CL ADC [45]. Since these ADCs 

were implemented on current mirrors (CM), and the input signals of the ADC are 

currents, we will designate such an ADC as an ADC CM [30]. In this work as 

transformation CLFs we use the following functions:  

1 , / 2 2 2 / 2i i i ieq eq D eq eq D  or 

1 , / 2 2 / 2i i ineq neq D neq D ,  

where 
0eq x , 

0neq x , which allow us to work not with two signals, but with 

one signal, thereby simplifying the implementation of the cells. Structure of SMC 

CL ADC for IP is shown in Fig. 19. 

2.2 Design of CL ADC CM-6(8) (G) -iv (the iteration variant) 

based on DC-(G) (with Gray code) 

Fig. 20 shows a circuit of the one channel of SMC_ ADC. The structure is shown 

in Fig. 20a, and the base cell in Fig. 20b. The circuit consists of a select and hold 

device (SHD), a single digital-analog DC- (G) cell (block A), and additional 

elements (block B). The input analog current signal to be converted is recorded in 
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the SHD and then transmitted to the analog DC- (G), which will generate the next 

digital bit of the output code and the CL function. 

 

 

Fig. 19. Structure of 2D image sensor with 1D array of CL_ADC and storage or/and 

digital codes processing unit 

This function is fed back to the SHD to form the next consecutive bits. The 

device selection and hold (SHD) consists of 18 transistors. DC - (G) consists of 15 

or 17 transistors and a reference current generator. Since the circuit of one channel 

consists of only 33 (35) transistors, this makes it promising for multisensory 

systems. The DC converts the input analog signal to another output current signal, 

using CLF (section 2.1) over current signals and simultaneously compares it with 

the threshold current. The advantage of such continuous-logical transformations is 

that the form of such transformations can be very diverse and the operations of 

continuous logic used for such transformations themselves are also numerous.  

Thus, there is a wide choice for searching and optimizing such cells taking into 

account the required goal. To minimize the aparata costs, cells can be very simple 

and consist of 10 - 20 transistors. In addition, the use of other known, with 

improved dynamic and accurate indicators of current comparators [50-52], 

including floating gate, etc., significantly expands the range of application of such 

implementations of ADC, reduces power consumption to microwatts, or 

significantly expands the dynamic range of input signals and maximum 

conversion frequencies.  
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a) Functional diagram of CL ADC CM-6(8) (G) -iv); 
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b) electrical circuit of block A; 

 

 
c) functional diagram of block A;  d) diagrams of continuous logical 

transformation of analog signal by 

limited difference and multiplication by 

2 for realization of the equivalence 

function over the signal 

Fig. 20. Circuits of the one channel of multichannel CL ADC CM-6(8) (G) -iv with 

iteration transformation and base cell DC-(G) 
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The advantage of the structure with a serial output of the Gray code is that 

increasing the number of iterations increases the bit ADC with an unchanged 

structure. To convert a serial Gray code to a binary code, only one modulo adder 

and one D flip-flop are required. The Fig. 21, 22 show the results of simulation of 

one channel of six bits CL ADC CM-6 (G) -iv) with iteration transformation at 

linear-increasing input current signals. The total power consumption of this 

ADC-6 (8) (G) -iv did not exceed 70μW with a maximum input current of 4μA 

and a conversion period of 120μS (6x20 μS for 6 bits) and a conversion period of 

160μS (8x20 μS for 8 bits). For operating modes with lower currents and Vdd = 

1.5 ÷ 1.8V, the power consumption of ADC-6 (8) (G) -iv can be reduced to 10 ÷ 

15μW.  

The drawback of our earlier works is the lack of research on the ultimate 

capabilities of such structures and their precision characteristics. Therefore, in 

this paper, we pre-observed such a structure in the formation of eight digit code, 

determined the possibility of operation with very small input currents (10nA ÷ 

1μA), and adding to the structure of the DAC and converters from the Gray code 

to the binary code (see Fig. 23), determined the magnitude of ADC errors and its 

accuracy characteristics for different modes. By reducing the requirements for 

high-speed, the proposed diagram allows using analog-to-digital conversions for 

smaller amplitude input currents, and the power consumption of the such single 

ADC channel can be less than 50μW with Dmax = 1μA. All the circuits are 

modeled on 1.5micron CMOS transistors. Simulation of analog-to-digital 

conversion errors is shown in Fig. 24. Simulation is performed for Dmax = 4μA, 

6-bit ADC, conversion period T = 120μs. Fig. 24 shows that the maximum error 

is about 1 least significant bit (LSB), and only for the maximum input current the 

error is about 2 LSB for the 8-bit ADC. Also, the simulation results showed that 

when reducing the conversion time to 10 ÷ 20μs, the errors will be the same. 

In Fig. 23 functional diagram of CL ADC CM-(8) (G) -iv) with Gray-to-binary 

code transformation and serial/parallel outputs with code converter and DAC for 

errors calculation are shown. Actually the ADC itself, from which 1D or 2D 

arrays will be done for sensors or image processors, in contrast to the circuit in 

Fig. 20 may additionally comprise some digital elements, for example, a logic 

element and a trigger or register. This depends on the possible modes and 

requirements regarding the formats of output and storage of code arrays. 

Therefore, in Fig. 23, these additional optional units are marked with a dash-

dotted line. And to test the accuracy and timing characteristics in the dynamics, 

we used two registers and DAC. The results of modeling this circuit with OrCAD 

are partially shown in Fig. 24 and confirm the correct operation and analog-to-

digital and code conversion, both when linearly increasing (decreasing) and 

sinusoidal current signals are applied to the ADC input. They show that for the 8-

bit ADC, even in high-speed (Imax to 16 ÷ 24μA) and low-voltage low-

frequency energy-efficient modes (with Imax, namely 1μА, 4μА), the maximum 

error does not exceed 4 ÷ 5 quantization quanta, and the average error does not 

exceed 2 LSB. 
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b) 

Fig. 21. a) Simulation result for two input currents 100nA and 150nA, corresponding 

output Gray codes {000001} and {000011}; the blue line in the third trace is output 

current of the block for six digits ADC, the violet line is the threshold current; the yellow 

line in the fourth trace is output voltage of the block that corresponds to output code (a 

time interval for the first code 370µs - 490 µs (six digits by 20 µs), a time interval for the 

second code 490µs - 610 µs; the red line is the consumption power about 40µW;   

b) Simulation result for two input currents and corresponding output Gray codes 

{000111} and {010101}; the consumption power is about 40µW  
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Fig. 22.  Simulation results of the six digit ADC for a triangular current signal (the yellow 

line in the first trace): a) the whole time interval; b) for five time intervals with decreasing 

input current and corresponding output Gray code {100101}, {100100}, {100100}, 

{101101}, {101111}  (the yellow line in the fourth trace), the red line is the consumption 

power about 70µW 
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Fig. 23. Functional diagram of CL ADC CM-(8) (G) -iv) with Gray-to-binary 

code transformation and serial/parallel outputs with code converter 

and DAC for errors calculation. 

2.3 Simulating parallel-conveyor CL_ADC (P_C) based on eight 

8-DC- (G) with parallel-serial output 

The block diagram of parallel-conveyor CL_ADC (P_C) based on 8-DC- (G) 

(with Gray code) with a parallel-serial output is shown in Fig. 25. The simulations 

results with PSpice OrCAD are shown in Fig.26. Researches have shown, that in 

such CL_ADC (P_C) 6 (8)-DC-(G) at change Imax from 16μА to 24μА the 

consumption power at 3,3 V was from 1μW to 2μW(6 bits) and 3μW(8 bits). The 

conversion frequencies in the experiments were for these currents: 32, 40, 50 MHz 

for 16μA and 64 MHz for 24μA and 40μA.  
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a) The blue line is the DAC output current, yellow line is the 8 bit ADC input current, the 

red line is the ADC current error (<70nA); Q0..Q7 – output digital signals of the shift 

register, A0-A7 – output digital signals of binary parallel code at the latch register  
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b) the blue line is the DAC output current, the yellow line is the ADC input current, the 

green line is the ADC current error (<70nA), A0-A7 – output digital signals of binary 

parallel code, Q0..Q4 – part of output digital signals of the shift register  
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c) the blue line is the DAC output current, the yellow line is the ADC input current, the 

green line is the ADC current error (<200nA), A0-A6 – part outputs digital signals of 8 

binary parallel code, Q0..Q5 – part of outputs 8 digital signals of the shift register  

Fig. 24. Simulation results of the 8 bit ADC with Gray-to-binary code 

transformation and serial/parallel outputs 
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They correspond to different modes: different Imax, namely 1μА, 4μА, 16μА, 

24μА, 40μА; various 1,5V, 1,8V, 2,5V, 3,3V; various transformation periods Т 

(0,02μS, 0,025μS, 1μS, 20μS, 100μS) etc. These researches show, that power 

consumption actually ADC for the specified values Imax (equal 1μА and 1,8V, 

64nА and 1,5V) makes accordingly 40μW and 2μW, the quantization step is 

15,625nA for Imax=4μА and 62.5nA for Imax=16μА, and quantization 

frequency 40MHz. 

The essence of analog preprocessing is to find the function from the signals of 

several adjacent channels for different 1D, 2D windows. In this case, the 1D 

window is a size of 3 (may be 5, 7, 9 etc.), and the processing type is the function 

of finding the average of the three signals. As a function, any continuous logic 

functions of the type max, min, described in Section 2.1 and in paper [41], can be 

used.  

The analog preprocessing unit (see Fig. 19) consists of 4 (6) CMOS transistors 

(see Fig. 27) in this case. For functions min, max and etc. the Ap-unit consits of 

about 10 – 20 CMOS transistors. The consumption power of one cannel 8 bit 

ADC + Ap-unit is less 250µW. Simulation results of analog signals preprocessing 

(selecting average signal out of three neighbor channels signals) for different input 

signals (linearly increasing (decreasing) and sinusoidal signals ) are shown in Fig 

28. 
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Fig. 25. Structure of 8 bit ADC: a) with Gray code parallel outputs (Q0-Q7); 

b) with Gray-to-binary code transformation and parallel outputs (QA0-

QA7) 
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a) Time diagrams of signals of digit converting cells of 6 bit CL_ADC for mode: converting 

frequency F= 50MHz, input current Imax=16µА, Vdd=3.3V, consumption power P 1mW 
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b) Time diagrams of signals of digit converting cells of 6 bit CL_ADC for mode: 

converting frequency F= 50kHz, input current Imax=64nA, Vdd=1.5V, consumption 

power P 2µW  
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c) Time diagrams of signals of digit converting cells of 8 bit ADC (6 cells out of 8 are shown) 

for mode: converting frequency F= 1MHz, input current Imax=24µA, Vdd=3.3V  
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d) Time diagrams of 8 bit parallel CL_ADC signals by simulation for Iinput_max=24µA, ADC 

conversion time is 1µs; the blue line is the DAC output current, the yellow line is the ADC 

input current, the violet line is the average ADC current error (<250nA), the green line is 

the ADC current error; QA0-QA7 – output digital signals of binary parallel code, Q0..Q7 

(Q7=QA7) – output digital signals of Gray parallel code 
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e) Time diagrams of 8 bit parallel CL_ADC signals by simulation for Iinput_max=24µA;  the 

blue line is the DAC output current, the yellow line is the ADC input current, the violet 

line is the average ADC current error (<250nA), the green line is the ADC current error, 

the blue line is the power consumption (3mW) 
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f) Time diagrams of 8 bit parallel CL_ADC signals by simulation for Iinput_max=4µA, 

conversion frequency is 10kHz;  the blue line is the DAC output current, the yellow line is 

the ADC input current, the violet line is the average ADC current error (<40nA), the green 

line is the ADC current error, the blue line is the power consumption (1.3mW) 

Fig. 26. Structure of multichannel 8 bit ADC (1D array 8 bit CL_ADC) and 

simulations results. 
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Fig. 27.  Structure of multichannel 8 bit ADC (1D array 8 bit CL_ADC) with 

analog signals preprocessing  
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b) simulation results of analog signals preprocessing (selecting average 

signal out of three neighbor channels signals): green, blue, red lines are 

three input signals, yellow line is the output signal) 
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c) simulation results of analog signals preprocessing (selecting average signal 

out of three neighbor channels signals): green, blue, violet lines are 

three input signals, yellow line is the output signal), light blue is the 

DAC output signal 

Fig. 28. Structure of multichannel 8 bit ADC (1D array 8 bit CL_ADC) with 

analog signals preprocessing 
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CONCLUSIONS 

For the construction of mixed image processor (IP) and neural networks (NNs), 

and image intensity transformation, the fundamentals of continuous logic cell 

(CLC) design based on current mirrors (CM) with functions of preliminary analog 

processing are proposed. Several effective schemes have been developed and 

modeled of CLC and optoelectronic complement dual analog neuron-

equivalentors as hardware accelerators SLECNS. The proposed CLC have a 

modular hierarchical construction principle and are easily scaled. Their main 

characteristics were measured. They have a low supply voltage of 1.8-3.3V, small 

power consumption of no more than 1mW, processing time-conversion 0.1-1μs, 

insignificant relative calculation errors (1-5%), can work in low-power modes 

(less than 100μW) and high-speed (1-2MHz) modes. The relative to the energy 

efficiency of CLC and equivalentors is estimated at a value of not less than 10
12

 

an. op. / sec. per W and can be increased by an order. The correctness of the 

chosen concept is confirmed by the obtained results of the design and creation of 

neuron-equivalentors (NEqs) and MIMO structures based on them. Such neuron 

equivalentors can form the basis of promising self-learning biologically-inspired 

devices SLECNS and CNN, in which the number of such parallel-running NEqs is 

1000. Thus, we have proposed implementation options for digital-analog cells 

(DC) and CL structures of the ADC CM. Such ADCs have simplicity and only 

one DC is required for the iteration type, supplemented by a sample and hold 

device. The advantage of the ADC is the ability to easily implement parallel code, 

as well as serial-parallel output code. Results of circuit simulation using OrCAD 

are shown. Such simple structure of CL ADC CM with low power consumption 

≤3mW and supply voltage 1.8÷3.3V, and at the same time with good dynamic 

characteristics (frequency of digitization even for 1,5μm  CMOS-technologies is 

40MHz, and can be increased up to 10 times) and accuracy (Δ 

quantization=15.6÷62.5nA for Imax=4÷16μA) characteristics are shown. Taking 

into account the sensitivity of modern photo detectors, the range of optical signals 

can be 1–200µW. For the ADC of iteration type one channel consists of one DC-

(G) and SHD, and it has only 35÷40 CMOS transistors. Since such 1D, 2D arrays 

of serial ADCs are very perspective for sensors and IP. The general power 

consumption of one ADC, in this case, is only 50÷70µW, if the maximum input 

current is 4µA. For high performance and frequency of conversions, it is 

preferable to use the parallel-pipeline CL_ADC (P_C) scheme based on the set of 

8-DC-(G) with parallel-serial outputs. The maximal error is about 1LSB, and only 

about 2 LSB for 8-bit CL ADC for the maximal input current. CL ADC CM with 

analog signals preprocessing opens new prospects for realization linear and matrix 

(with picture operands) micro photo-electronic structures which are necessary for 

neural networks, digital optoelectronic processors, neural-fuzzy controllers.   
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